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Lurking in the forgotten alley-ways, in the damp cellars and dark

places, a rumour finds its way into the whispers of the spacefolk, of a

mysterious presence that has been surfacing in the galaxy. Most call it

"the X"...

Though, it's not as if the X is a new thing. It has existed, in many forms,

since before our memories can recall. For only a glimpse it flashes into

sight and then out, to hide, who knows where, who knows why... who

knows what.

Could your mission be more simple? You must find the X, for no

purpose other than to feed your own curiosity. Discover as much as

you can about this ghostly thing. Is it a threat, or a friend?

There's a knot churning in your stomach and a sense of impending

destruction that you can't seem to shake. Wouldn't it be easier... safer,

to just stay home and finish eating your sandwich? Well, for now. But

the future holds unsettling secrets...

To find out as much as you can about the X before deciding

whether to work with it, or against it.

This is a Print and Play game, so before you can play it, you need to make it! To streamline

the build, make sure that you have the following items at hand:

TO MAKE: A printer (colour is best), scissors/utility knife, clear packing tape (optional).

TO PLAY: Wet-Erase or Permanent marker, scissors, loads of D6 dice (like 20).

GOAL of the GAME

PRINT N PLAY requirements
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So you've got all the stuff? Great! Let's start building...

Step 1 : print off the 10 pages document. The pages should be printed double-sided
(flipped along the long edge) as the order alternates between fronts and backs. If your
printer cannot print double-sided, first print pages 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 (all odd pages), then re-
feed the same prints through the printer, now printing pages 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 (even pages).
You may have to flip the pages as you re-feed them, depending on your printer. Make
sure the card fronts and backs all match (#1 with #1, orange backs with enemies etc.). It
might take a few tests to get it right.

WARNING!! try your best not to examine the cards too closely

as they contain hidden information

Step 2 : Carefully cut out the components along the dashed lines. You can use scissors,
but I prefer to use a utility knife on a cutting board, guided by a metal straight edge.

Step 3 : Fold the Spaceship standee in half to make a small standing pawn.

Step 4 (optional) : If you plan on playing the game more than once without needing to
re-print it, you might consider laminating certain components with packing tape. Put the
tape on the following components where designated by red (at minimum):

Once you're done assembling the game you're ready for set-up! Proceed
to the next page to learn about that.

On all planet cards

PRINT N PLAY assembly
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The key to setting up this game is to orient it for your optimal comfort and ease of play.
There isn't a strict layout, especially considering that you are the only player! But to help
you out, here's a suggested layout:

SET-UP
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Organize the Planet cards in a

cascading column (ascending order)

with the bottom of each card hidden

and the top showing, somewhere on

the left side of the play area.

Alternatively, place them in a face-

down stack, ascending in value (2-30).

If you have already played

through the game once, place the

items that have been cut out in a

pool near the planet cards.

Put Planet #1 to the right

of the Planet column with

your spaceship standee

on top of it.

New discovered planets

will go in a tiered tree to

the right of Planet #1.

Put the Enemy deck and

the X's Turn deck

(shuffled) to the right of

your player board. Place

used cards in a discard

pile beside the deck.

Put the rest of the dice

somewhere to the right.

This is also where you

can store your marker

and scissors.

Put the Player Board in front of you.

Write down the name you wish you had

at the top of the board. Place a D6 with

"6" showing on the Health Tracker. Put

two D6 below the Player Board; they will

be used to track Foobium and Energy.

Put the

Planet

Tracker

above the

player

board.



GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
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YOUR TURN

ADVENTURE DICE

Your adventures through the galaxy will be played out by alternating between your own
turn and the X's turn.

Your Turn Overview : roll your adventure dice (explained later), then resolve all of the
actions according to die rolls.

The X's Turn Overview : draw the top card from the X's Turn deck and do what it says.

The first thing you do on your turn is ROLL your Adventure Dice. You may keep any of
the rolled dice to use and you may re-roll any of the dice. If after your first re-roll you still
aren't happy with the results, you may again keep any of the dice and re-roll any of the
dice, including any dice you kept from the first roll.

To summarize: roll the dice, re-roll any of the dice, then re-roll any of the dice

again.

After the second re-roll, you must keep the dice results.

These are your Adventure Dice. You start with 3, but you can get more by equipping
items and by building Base Camps (explained later).

This is the in-game symbol for Adventure Dice.

This area on your player board shows
how many Adventure Dice you start with
and the maximum number you can get.

Uhoh, what's that?

This is an Unavoidable Action. If you see this symbol on a Planet Card, pay
attention. It affects the results of your Adventure Dice. But before I explain
this, first you need to know about the different actions you can do. Let's start
with an overview of the Planet Card anatomy on the next page.



Planet Number

Action Slots

Travel Routes

Planet Name

Description

Items

This is used as the
primary means of
identifying planets,
for organizing,
traveling, tracking
and saving the
game.

These are the
Actions available to
perform on the
current planet. To
perform an action,
you must roll the
exact number
shown on the left
side of the slot.

There are two
sections here, the
top showing any
preceding linked

planets, the bottom
showing locked

planets, that can
be unlocked and
travelled to.

Not quite as
important as the
number, but still
used occasionally
to identify planets,
especially Home.

This is mostly
flavour text, but
it's useful to get a
sense of the
history and
happenings in the
galaxy, and
ultimately to learn
about the X!

These are the 2
items that are
available on the
current planet.
Some need to be
purchased while
others need to be
found. Almost all
planets have items.

Destroyed Planets : When a planet is destroyed, mark a giant X across its action slots.
You can no longer stop on this planet, however you may pass through it when travelling.
Remove any items that have been dropped on it from the game. If the planet you are

currently on is destroyed or x'd out, immediately return to Home.

Most of the Planet cards in the
game will look like this. However,
the last 5 planet cards (26-30) are
the X's system of planets. They

are a bit special. When you
encounter those cards, simply do

what the card tells you to do.

PLANET CARD ANATOMY
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This is your home planet. It's where you will start the game and also where you will
return every time you die. There's a lot going on here, so I will break it down for you:



ACTIONS
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UNAVOIDABLE ACTIONS

After rolling the Adventure Dice you must resolve them by performing all of the actions
in the following order:

1. Any Unavoidable actions must be performed first.

2. Planetary actions and item purchases can then be performed.

3. Travel actions are performed last. Landing on a planet ends your turn.

Planetary actions and Travel actions require the use of dice to perform. Below is an
example of a Planetary Action Slot, found on a planet card. Here's what you need to
know about Action Slots:

You must roll the exact number shown in the action slot to perform the action. This
is called the Activation number. You can combine dice and use the sum to achieve
larger numbers. All dice that are combined to perform an action are then spent and
CANNOT be used to perform more actions.

If you see an Unavoidable action symbols on the current planet card, take note. Any
Adventure dice results that match the activation number for this action CANNOT BE

RE-ROLLED. You must perform that action.

To summarize: the numbers that would activate these actions cannot be re-rolled.

If you encounter this apart from an action slot, you simply must perform the action.

While exploring the galaxy, you'll come across some things that just won't give you a
break! You'll have to face these before you can cary on.

This is the in-game symbol for Unavoidable Actions.

These are the 2 most common
Unavoidable actions that you will
encounter. Enemies and Toxicity.

3
This number is

the exact SUM

that you will need

to roll to perform

the action.

This is the action you will be

able to perform if you roll the

required activation number.

You may perform the action

exactly ONCE per activation.

You can, and will

be required to

combine dice to

make this number.



FOOBIUM
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ENERGY

AUTOMATIC ACTIONS

There are 2 things in the galaxy that might require Foobium : item
purchases and planetary actions. Some planetary actions have both
an activation number and a Foobium cost. You must satisfy both
requirements to perform the action.

There are 3 things in the galaxy that might require Energy : using items,
Kill Strikes and (occasionally) planetary actions. Some planetary
actions have both an activation number and an Energy cost. You must
satisfy both requirements to perform the action.

When there is an Automatic action available, you are not required to
perform it (unless it is also an Unavoidable action, of course). Some
Automatic actions have a Foobium cost, in which case you are
required to pay the Foobium indicated to perform the action.

Some things have to be bought for a hefty price. That's where Foobium comes into
play. Foobium is the primary building material and currency in the galaxy.

Zzzzzaphh. That's the sound that Energy makes when you swallow it like a pill. It come in
handy when you need to power something, or need just a little extra oomph.

Some actions are easier to perform than others. That's not necessarily a good thing...
Automatic actions count as being activated, automatically!

Making sense so far? Good! Now that we've learned about some of the symbols
you will come across, let's move on to a thorough index of Planetary actions.

Note: there are some instances of this symbol apart from the action slots. In

these cases, this simply mean "null".

This is the in-game symbol for Foobium.

This is the in-game symbol for Energy.

An Automatic action will show this in the action slot.

-



ACTIONS - PLANETARY
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To recap: in order to perform a Planetary action, you must roll the exact number shown
in the action slot, called the activation number. This can be achieved by combining dice
to make a sum. If you roll a number that matches an Unavoidable action's activation
number (not achieved by combining dice), you cannot re-roll that die - you must
perform the action. Any action slot that has a "-" in place of the activation number is
automatically activated.

Now, here are the Planetary actions you will encounter:

This will be your greatest help in your quest. When you take this action, either:
pay 1 Foobium and fill in one of the 4 Adventure dice symbols below the
slot, or : re-gain 1 health for each symbol filled in. When rolling Adventure
dice, each symbol that is filled in on the current planet gives you +1 die.

Most of the planets that can be discovered in the galaxy must first be
unlocked. When you perform this action, choose one of the locked planets
in the Travel Routes section of the current planet card, add that planet to
the right of the current planet on the table, and then move to it.

Unlock and go to the planet indicated, then fill in the circle at the top of the
action slot. This reminds you that the activation has already been
completed once and therefore does not need to be completed again,
although you will still need to perform the (now Automatic) action to travel.

Performing these actions gives you the resource depicted. Earn 1 resources
of the specified type each time you take this action - flip your D6 tracker to
the side showing the new value. If you do not have the capacity to hold any
more of the given resource, you may not perform the action.

Lucky you! You found something special. You may take the item with a
matching symbol from the bottom of the card (simply cut it out, careful not
to cut the other item) and add it to your inventory. If there is no room for
the item in your inventory, you may drop an item on the current planet.

3

3

10

15

2512

1

BASE CAMP

PLANET UNLOCK

PLANET UNLOCK (ALT)

RESOURCES

DISCOVERED ITEM

You might want to skip this section

for now (go to page 11), and refer to

it as you come across new actions...



It's dangerous out there in the vast unknown. These guys are part of the
problem. You'll notice that all enemies are Unavoidable actions, so that
doesn't help. For each Enemy action that you activate, draw a separate
Enemy card and battle it (in the same order as it was drawn).

5

ENEMY

BATTLE
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The Battle HUD

When battling an Enemy, follow these simple steps:

Step 1. Roll your Battle dice. You start with a default of 3 Battle dice. Some items
increase this number, up to a maximum of 5 dice.

Step 2. Allocate your dice. Use them to Attack, Defend or Kill Strike as much as you
can by matching the number required for the action. For example, you must roll a "6" in
order to attack, or a "1" in order to defend. You may combine dice to make a sum equal
to the combined number, so if you rolled a "5" and a "1", you would have to decide
between combing the 2 values to make a sum of "6", thus performing an attack, or to
use the "1" to defend instead.

Any Battle dice that you don't use to perform an action are instead used by the
opponent to attack you.

Attack activator Defence activator

Defence points

Battle dice

Max Battle Dice

Attack Points

Kill Strike
activator

Kill Strike
discount Kill Strike

The number you
must roll to attack.

The number you
must roll to defend.

The amount of
damage you evade
with each defence.

The number of dice
you roll at the start
of the battle.

The number of Battle
dice you start with,
and the max number
you can get.

The damage you
do with each
attack.

The number you
must roll get a Kill
Strike discount.
With this activator,
a Kill Strike costs
3 Energy minus
the discount
(default of 1).

The Energy
cost to
perform Kill
Strike with a
discount.

Pay 3 Energy to
instantly kill the
enemy.



This is how much

damage the Enemy

does to you with each

successful attack.

This is how much

damage the Enemy can

take before dying. Keep

track of this with a D6.

Attack Points Health

After you have allocated all of your Battle dice, count the number of dice that you did not
use. This becomes the number of times the opponent attacks you. Below is an Enemy
card. Pretty simple, right? There are 2 things you need to know about these cards:
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DEATH : for every damage the opponent does to you, subtract 1
from your Health tracker die on your Player Board. Once your Health
tracker reaches 0, you are dead. Immediately return to Home
(planet #1) and replenish your Health entirely. Your turn is over.

VICTORY : if you bring the Enemy's Health down to 0, it is defeated.
Put the defeated Enemy card in the discard pile. Once the draw pile
is depleted, shuffle the discard pile and draw from it.

ITEMS : most items that can be obtained give you a constant bonus as long as they are
in your inventory. Don't forget about items that you are holding as they may give you an
advantage when Battling.

Like I said, it's dangerous out there! Sometimes the dangers can't be seen...
Toxicity is another Unavoidable action. To make matters worse, it's also an
Automatic action! If you must perform this action, take 1 damage.

The Spy action is found both as an action slot and as an item ability. Draw
the number and type of cards shown to the right of the eye (in this case, 2
X's turn cards), look at the cards, then decide to either : discard the cards

without applying the effects, or : put the cards back on top of the deck.

Sell goods. This action slot is accompanied by a text box describing the
available action. When you sell a good, remove it from the game, you
cannot re-purchase it.

12
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TOXICITY

SPY

TRADE



The destination

planet must be

in the Travel

Route of the

current planet,

and must be

unlocked.

Use any die

result to move a

single space.

On the planet tracker, choose 1 planet that has not been X'd out and fill in
its Rebellion symbol. This protects the planet from being X'd out, and from
eventually disappearing entirely.

These actions are only found on the planets #26-29. Once you have
completed the activation, cross out one Mainframe symbol on the planet
tracker, underneath #30. As soon as the 3 Mainframes are crossed out, go
immediately to planet #30.

ACTIONS - PURCHASES

ACTIONS - TRAVEL
The last thing you can do on your turn (which effectively ends your turn) is travel to a
known planet. Dice that were not used for Planetary actions can instead be used to travel
1 space per die, from one planet to an unlocked linked planet. You may use any number
of remaining dice during this action to extend your trip. If you had already performed the
Planet Unlock action (page 8), you cannot travel again.

Every planet in the galaxy has 2 items that can be obtained when visiting it, either as a
Discoverable item, or as an item that can be purchased. Any item that can be
purchased will show a price, in Foobium, at the top. To obtain the item, pay the amount
of Foobium required (deduct it from your Foobium D6 tracker) then carefully cut the
item out of the planet card and add it to your inventory in the appropriate slot. If there
isn't enough room for the item in your inventory, you may drop an item onto the current
planet.

Items that have neither a price, nor a Discovered item symbol can be taken for free.

More information on page 13.

X6

13

FORTIFY
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THE X



Text Boxes : some action slots show a text box underneath, either requiring you to
present an item or complete a task. Follow the instructions given in the text box. If you
see this symbol you must remove the requested item (bold font) from the game.

The X's TURN

END GAME

You're doing a good job. You've lunged headlong into the great unknown without an
ounce of self-concern. With diligence, you've built a comfortable base and you've even
stumbled upon a rich Foobium deposit. This whole space-exploration thing is going
quite well! But do you really expect time to stand still while you figure things out? Not a
chance! Unlike yourself, the X does not sleep, and while you're stumbling through the
galaxy, schemes and plans are unfolding in ways that you could never imagine.

Now it's the X's turn. After having shuffled the X's Turn deck, flip over the top card and
then do what the card says. The card instructions will tell you specifically what you must
do. Once the instructions have been completed, place the card face-up in the discard pile.
When there are no cards left to draw from the deck, shuffle the discard pile and continue
to draw from it. Note: if you draw a Black Booper, learn about Battle on pages 9-10.

If you come to a point where there is no
available planets to Fortify (Rebellion) or
to X-out, remove all of the Planet Xer
cards from the deck. From now on,
when you draw a Rebellion card,
destroy 1 planet that has been Fortified
(Rebellion symbol filled it).

As you bounce around the galaxy aimlessly, you may notice some diverging paths
appearing. These paths may lead you to the end of the game. There isn't much more I'm
allowed to say about that, other than be careful. The end of the game may come upon
you suddenly, without warning. There is, however, one scenario of a deteriorated game
situation that effectively ends the game:

If there are no possible actions for you to perform that would get you further, due

to the destruction of key planets. Unfortunately you have backed yourself into a
corner and the X has overwhelmed you. Try again!

What about victory? This game does not define victory, seeing as the goal of the game
is to decide for yourself how to deal with the X. If you have played through the game
and want some clarity, refer to the Postmortem section (WARNING: SPOILERS!!) at the
back of this manual.
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Inventory An item with an icon at the bottom (Spaceship, Gear, Other) must go into your

inventory in a slot that will accept it. The icon at the bottom of the item must match the icon in

the slot. If there is no icon at the bottom of the item, put it beside your player board, not in the

inventory. If there is not enough room for the item in your inventory, you may drop another item

on the current planet to free up room, and retrieve it at a later time.

Battle HUD This shows you your basic battle

stats (Attack, Defence, Kill Strike and Battle Dice).

These stats are altered and augmented by the

items you will acquire in your inventory. Go to

page 9 for a detailed overview of the Battle HUD.

Reminder This is only to give you a brief

reminder of the gameplay procedure as well

as the default and maximum number of

Adventure dice you roll.

Trackers This is where you track your

consumables (Health, Foodbium and Energy)

with dice. You start with the top slot unlocked,

allowing you to hold a maximum of 6 of each.

THE PLAYER BOARD

This is your central hub of information, used for tracking, referencing and storing items.
Get familiar with it to make battles smoother, and pay special attention to the items in
your inventory. They may increase your chance of survival, help you move through space,
or even decide your fate!

13 13OTHER STUFF THE PLAYER BOARD



ITEMS

This is the price, in

Foobium, to purchase

the item. Alternatively

there may be a

Discoverable Item

symbol here.

This is what the item

does, whether as a

one-time use, a pay-

per use, or as a

constant effect.

This is the planet number that the

item originated on. It's useful for

subsequent play-throughs, after

the items have been separated

from the planet cards.

This is the type of inventory

slot the item is restricted to.

An item cannot go into a slot if

this icon does not match that

of the slot.

If the item has a cost per

use it will be shown here.

Remove the number of

Energy shown from your

Energy tracker before

using the item.

Price

Effect Planet NumberItem Type

Cost to Use

SAVING THE GAME
Your tattered spacemask is held together by a strand of Doonuk-tape, your gloves have
lost their fingers, and the inside of your suit is about as fresh as a crowded sauna. It's
probably a good time to take a break, put in a little R&R before getting back to action.

For situations like this, the game comes with a handy Save Game feature so you can
pause and resume at your convenience. Just record a few things on your player board
and voila! Remember: always save the game after having completed the X's turn.

First: in the Tracker section of your player board, record (with a dry/wet erase marker)
the amount of each consumable that you have left on their respective die slots. Put the
Enemy discard pile on top of the Enemy deck and do the same for the X's Turn cards.

Then: remove the items from your inventory and put them in an isolated pile. Flip over
your player board to reveal all the square and lines and numbers.

Draw a stick man next to

the planet number that you

are currently on.

If a planet is unlocked,

colour-in this symbol.

If a planet is destroyed,

colour-in this symbol.

Record any items that have

been dropped on a planet in

this section.
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THE PLANET TRACKER

ITEM HELP

The Planet
Number

Fortified
Symbol

X'd-Out
Symbol

This is a section of the the Planet Tracker. It's mainly
used during the X's turn to keep track of the planets
that have been Fortified (Rebellion symbol filled in)
and the planets that have been X'd Out (X'd Out
symbol filled in). If you have laminated the tracker,
use a wet-erase or permanent marker to fill in the
symbols. Otherwise just use a pencil.

WARNING!! this section contains spoilers!
B-Boop - receive the B-Boop unit of your choice. Place a D6 with value 6 on its Charge
tracker (purple robot). Using the B-Boop to attack and to take damage drains its Charge;
you may detract Charge from the B-Boop unit instead of taking damage, and replenish
the Charge when you die. If the B-Boop unit depletes its Charge entirely, you cannot

use any of the items that it is carrying and you cannot Attack with it.

B-Boop X3 - as long as the unit is alive, spend 1 Charge, manipulate the result of 1 Battle
die by increasing or decreasing its value by 1.

Cargo Hold - acts as an additional inventory slot that can hold the depicted item types.

Good Boy / Nice Shirt / AI Navigator - you infinitely have +1 of the resource depicted.
Do not add it to the tracker die. It cannot be banked or accumulated.

Gypsy Juice - once per turn, re-roll one Battle die.

Hand Cannon / Plates of Wynx - +1 Attack / Defence point respectively (constant).

Holographic HUD - pay 1 Energy to use. Can be used multiple times. Re-roll any number
of Adventure dice BEFORE having begun to perform actions.

Kaboomer - planet #1 (Home) cannot be destroyed.

Koob - +1 Battle die (constant).

Massage Chair - every time you use the Travel action (including a Planet Unlock),
regardless of the trip length, gain 1 Health.

Massive Crystal - each Energy that you spend counts as 2. An action that would cost 1
Energy still requires 1 Energy to use.

Monkey Gas / Permium Flake - pay 2 of the resources shown on the left, gain 1 of the
resources shown on the right.
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WARNING!! this section contains spoilers!

WARNING!! spoilers! Read only after visiting Planet X.

Years, decades, millennia... who know how long it has been. In the X there is no time, no
thoughts, feelings... just an endless humming. There is no such thing as good and bad,
because there is no such thing. There is no-thing. Just the X. Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.
But you have a momentary anxious twitch.

"Hello human. Do you not enjoy my harmony? Let me fix that." And again, you are gone.

For further clarification, please request info on the topic of interest at

www.tombombgames.com/thex

So, you're dead, or something? Are you really sure what you are? Maybe that's why
you're here...

If you've made it to the end of the game, to planet X, after having plotted your way
through space-bug infested swamps, after being denied passage, lied to and
manipulated, and after the handful of dice you started with have been ground to a pulp,
with enthusiasm let me say "good job!".

Now you might be a little frustrated, and that's fair. I mean, you went through all of that
trouble just for the same inevitable ending. Congrats, you are now part of the X! Maybe
that's what you wanted... but if it isn't, all I can say is keep trying. You haven't solved the
puzzle yet. Reset the game just as it was at the beginning, or from your last saved
game, and do what needs to be done.

If you think you have solved the puzzle or if you would like to share your thoughts about
The X, please visit the forum at www.tombombgames.com/thex or send me a message
with the form tool.

POSTMORTEM

Power Glove - decrease the Energy cost of a Kill Strike by 1, giving it a base cost of 2
Energy, and a discounted cost of 1 Energy.

Shiny Orb / Feptian Relic / Foobium Safe - unlock the 2nd tracker slot of the depicted
type. Use another D6 to track the excess consumables in this slot.

Toxo-Mask - ignore the Toxicity action.

Warp Drive - pay 2 Energy to use. Can be used multiple times. Immediately move to a
planet that is unlocked.

Wrist Rocket / Cold Armour - +2 Attack / Defence points respectively (constant).

X Transmitter / Gypsy Goggles - pay 1 Energy to use. Can be used multiple times.
Perform the Spy Action (page 10).
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